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Crochet Abbreviations: CH chain, DC double crochet, RND round, SC single
crochet, ST stitch, SL slip stitch , SK skip 

Rnd 1: Ch 5 Sl st in the first ch to form a ring, ch 2

Rnd 2:2 dc in the ring ( ch 2 counting as dc) ch 2 , 3 dc in the ring, ch 2, do
this 4more times in the ring making it 6 clusters, sl st in first st, ch 2

Rnd 3: 1 Dc in the sl st (which is the first st),1 Dc in next, given you 3 dc, In
ch-2 sp (2dc,ch2,2dc) 1dc in next 3 sts
 In ch-2 sp (2dc ch2 2dc) continue around, sl st in first st, ch 2

Rnd 4: 1 dc in next 4 sts ,(2dc ch2 2dc) in ch-2 sp, 1 dc in the next 7 sts, (2dc
ch2 2dc) in ch-2 sp, continue around until 2 sts put 1 dc in each st, sl st in
first st, ch2

Rnd 5: 1 dc in the next 6 sts, In ch-2 sp ( 2dc ch2 2dc), 1 dc in the next 11
sts , (2dc ch2 2dc) in the ch-2 sp, 1 dc in the next 4 sts, continue around sl st
in the first st , ch 2
CONTINUE UNTIL YOU REACH 10" (MEASURE ONE SIDE OF SQUARE) MAKE
2 
 

Measure three inches over starting at the center , place a stitch marker
do this on both sides 

Measurement 21 x 11

 Hexagon
squares

Easy

Top of 
 cardigan 

Collar

Pattern Notes
2dc ch2 dc in every ch-2 sp 

2 balls yarn

3.5 oz (3)w

Hook 3.5 

3 buttons 

Tapestry

Needle 

Pins

stitch

Markers

creationsps91@gmail.com https://www.youtube.com/user/hehasrizenf
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by Antoinette Gipson

Fold wrong side together, putting two ends together
making sure that three point of the ends line up.
Turn squares to a up side down  L 
Take the two squares and place them side by side
Flip squares open where the back is showing and
seam down the center making squares one piece. 

1.

2.
3.
4.

Starting at Ch-2 sp count down to four ch-2 sp  folding down top of
cardigan to the fouth one, pin and stitch down, do this on both sides,
then stitch  your buttons on.



Flip on
cardigan

 On the right side under collar place a stitch marker in the 2nd ch from
the collar , counting down to 30 place a stitich mark , sl st, and sc to the
stitch mark do this 4 times, on the next row 1 sc in the next 15 sts, ch2,
sk2 st continue working the rest of stitches, turn work sts when you get
to ch-2 sp work sts on top not in the ch-s sp.
When you get to end of row start sl in the 3 sts 2 on top of flip and one 
 towards the collar, Fasten off . 

hexagon square
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three points line up
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up side down L
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two hexagon side by side 
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squares flip open
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seam down the center
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measure over three inches 
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 Thank you for supporting my business 
you can sell any product made from this pattern,

however you can not distribute this pattern as your own
if you have any questions you can e-mail me
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